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Abstract
Experiential avoidance, the tendency to avoid internal, unwanted thoughts and feelings, is
hypothesized to be a risk factor for social anxiety. Existing studies of experiential avoidance rely
on trait measures with minimal contextual consideration. In two studies, we examined the
association between experiential avoidance and anxiety within real-world social interactions. In
the first study, we examined the effect of experiential avoidance on social anxiety in everyday
life. For two weeks, 37 participants with Social Anxiety Disorder [SAD] and 38 healthy controls
provided reports of experiential avoidance and social anxiety symptoms during face-to-face
social interactions. Results showed that momentary experiential avoidance was positively related
to anxiety symptoms during social interactions and this effect was stronger among people with
SAD. People low in EA showed greater sensitivity to the level of situational threat than high EA
people. In the second study, we facilitated an initial encounter between strangers. Unlike Study
1, we experimentally created a social situation where there was either an opportunity for
intimacy (self-disclosure conversation) or no such opportunity (small-talk conversation). Results
showed that greater experiential avoidance during the self-disclosure conversation temporally
preceded increases in social anxiety for the remainder of the interaction; no such effect was
found in the small-talk conversation. Our findings provide insight into the association between
experiential avoidance on social anxiety in laboratory and naturalistic settings, and demonstrate
that the effect of EA depends upon level of social threat and opportunity.
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Experiential avoidance (EA) refers to efforts to control or avoid unpleasant internal
events, such as distressing emotions, negative thoughts, and unwanted physical sensations
(Hayes, Wilson, Gifford, Follette, & Strosahl, 1996). Avoiding unpleasant mental content often
provides temporary relief from distress. Unfortunately, rigid use of this regulatory strategy over
time has been shown to increase the exact distress one is trying to avoid (e.g, Farach, Mennin,
Smith & Mandelbaum, 2008; Marx & Sloan, 2005).
Chambers, Gullone, and Allen (2009) state that experiential avoidance occurs “when one
is unwilling to remain in contact with elements of one’s experience, and therefore acts to alter
the form and frequency of related events, through avoidance strategies such as distraction,
rumination, suppression or reappraisal” (p. 562). A point that echoes Kashdan, Barrios, Forsyth,
and Steger (2006), “To some extent, strategic attempts to escape stressful experiences (avoidant
coping), to become independent from aversive events and accompanying emotions (detached
coping), or to inhibit the expression of emotions (emotion suppression) can be considered
component processes of experiential avoidance” (p. 1303). Other researchers are in agreement
that experiential avoidance “includes the tendency to use suppression and other emotional
control tactics” (Campbell-Sills, Barlow, Brown, & Hofmann, 2006) (p. 588). Experiential
avoidance is a behavior that is strategically employed to control emotions, and the focus can be
directed toward the subjective experience, physiological arousal, or behavioral expression of
emotion.
Although EA has been shown to be a transdiagnostic risk factor for psychopathology
(Aldao, Nolen-Hoeksema, & Schweizer, 2010; Bond et al., 2011; Hildebrandt & Hayes, 2012),
theorists suggest that it is particularly relevant to the development and maintenance of excessive,
impairing social anxiety (Heimberg, Brozovich, & Rapee, 2010; Kashdan, Weeks, &
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Savostyanova, 2011). In the current research, we conducted two tests of whether and when the
use of EA in the presence of fear cues is related to social anxiety symptoms and responsive to the
level of social threat during interactions.
Self-Regulatory Model of Social Anxiety
The dominant, cognitive-behavioral framework for understanding social anxiety proposes
that the fear and avoidance of social interactions arise from dysfunctional beliefs (Clark & Wells,
1995; Hofmann, 2007; Leary, 2001; Rapee & Heimberg, 1997), focusing on being evaluated
negatively (e.g., “Everyone is looking for reasons to criticize me”), having character flaws
exposed (e.g., “People notice that I’m not funny and because of that don’t like me”), the
visibility of anxiety symptoms (e.g., “Everyone notices that I’m anxious and my hands are
shaking”), and the importance of being viewed positively (e.g., “If I make a blunder while
talking, people will stop spending time with me”). These dysfunctional thoughts are proposed to
set forth a chain of unhelpful reactions. They increase hypervigilance to possible signs of social
threat such as frowns or yawns of other people. In an attempt to avoid social failure, they also
increase monitoring of internal threat cues, such as anxious thoughts, feelings, and bodily
sensations. Recently, theorists have argued that the valence and shifts in attention might be less
important to the development of excessive social anxiety than the unwillingness to experience
anxiety related thoughts and feelings. This unwillingness may in turn lead to maladaptive efforts
to resist, escape, and avoid such experiences (Morrison & Heimberg, 2013).
People differ in how they react to their emotional experiences. Some people respond to
uncomfortable or unpleasant emotional states with efforts to alter those states through emotion
regulation strategies (Gross, 1998). Engaging in aspects of EA, such as emotion suppression,
requires enormous effort and energy relative to other ways of regulating emotions (Richards &
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Gross, 1999), and thus its use (particularly in stressful contexts) contributes to mental exhaustion
and reduced cognitive capacities. Excessive focus on controlling and avoiding emotions also
diminishes contact with present experiences, causing a person to be less responsive to reward
contingencies in the environment (Hayes, Luoma, Bond, Masuda, & Lillis, 2006). For instance,
experience-sampling research has shown that devoting limited time and energy to EA interferes
with the frequency of positive events and the subsequent emotional benefits (e.g., Kashdan,
Barrios, Forsyth, & Steger, 2006). This research supports the link between excessive emotion
regulation—particularly EA—and greater distress and reductions in positive experiences, but we
have yet to see how this regulatory strategy functions in the context of actual social interactions.
The current paper explores the possibility that when individuals attempt to avoid feelings of
anxiety and thoughts of rejection, they end up amplifying the prominence of those feelings and
thoughts, and exhausting the very resources required to effectively engage in social interactions
and emotion management. That is, by their efforts to divert negative thoughts and feelings
evoked by social interactions, they use an EA self-regulatory strategy that may increase their
anxiety.
Experiential Avoidance in Social Contexts
An avoidance orientation acts as a barrier to pursuing and experiencing meaningful social
interactions. Specifically, research has shown that EA is associated with fewer approach-oriented
behaviors, such as introducing oneself to others (Chawla & Ostafin, 2007; Hayes et al., 2006,
2004). Research also suggests that EA interferes with the maintenance of existing relationships
by diminishing reward reponsiveness during social interactions (Gross & John, 2003). Given that
EA is a cognitively taxing process (Richards & Gross, 1999), individuals might be so
preoccupied with avoiding anxious thoughts and feelings that they become less responsive in
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environments where social rewards are possible. Theorists have argued that anxiety is generated
as the desire to conceal this anxiety in social situations where personal strengths and
vulnerabilities are easily exposed and scrutinized by others (Leary, 2001; Moscovitch, 2009).
During conversational social contexts where two people take turns self-disclosing to one another,
where the potential for social rewards (and social failures) is high, the threat of being evaluated
and rejected by others is also high. Theory suggests that EA is likely to amplify social anxiety in
these high-risk, high-reward social situations. In social contexts perceived as safe, EA should
have less effect on anxiety levels. Research suggests that the effectiveness of EA varies
depending on a person’s values and goals (Kashdan & Breen, 2007) and the demands of a given
situation (Kashdan & Rottenberg, 2010). Despite the potential detrimental role of EA during
social interactions, few studies have examined how EA operates across social contexts (e.g.,
intimate settings, casual settings) (Butler & Gross, 2004; Reddy, Pickett, & Orcutt, 2006). Most
studies of EA have relied on global, trait self-report questionnaires with little consideration of
social context (Chawla & Ostafin, 2007). Even those studies that have gone beyond the use of
global measures to examine the effects of EA in everyday life have yet to explicitly consider the
impact of EA across varied social contexts (e.g., Kashdan et al., 2006). Given the importance of
interpersonal functioning and social relationships to well-being and psychopathology, it is
essential to explore the impact of EA in the context of social interactions.
The Present Research
We examined the impact of EA in social interactions across two studies using a
combination of experience sampling and experimental methodologies. Our studies used a novel
measure that captures the momentary use of EA during social interactions rather than inferring
EA from a retrospective trait questionnaire. In both studies, we conducted factor analyses to
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examine whether momentary emotion generation, in this case social anxiety, was distinct from
emotion regulation, in this case EA; surprisingly, to our knowledge, no study to date has
conducted such a conservative test of the uniqueness of a state measure of EA. Following these
basic analyses, Study 1 used a 14-day experience-sampling approach to examine the association
between momentary experiences of EA and social anxiety during naturalistic, face-to-face social
interactions. We focused on people diagnosed with the DSM-IV generalized subtype of social
anxiety disorder (SAD) (American Psychiatric Association, 2000) and compared them to a
healthy adult comparison group. To address the importance of context, we examined whether EA
was more relevant to the generation of social anxiety when people met criteria for SAD and were
in situations deemed to be threatening/negative (critical interaction partners or conflict with
interaction partners) compared to situations deemed safe/positive (warm/friendly or interested
interaction partners). Study 2 examined EA and social anxiety symptoms during the course of an
experimental social encounter between two strangers (non-clinical sample). To address the
importance of context, we examined whether EA is more relevant to the generation of social
anxiety when there is a greater opportunity for personal vulnerabilities to be exposed, evaluated,
and rejected – a situation theorized to be strongly linked to social anxiety (Moscovitch, 2009).
Taken together, these studies offer a more fine-grained understanding of whether and when EA
is positively related to social anxiety symptoms during social interactions.
Study 1: Ecological Assessment of Experiential Avoidance and Social Anxiety
Compared to healthy adults with low levels of social anxiety, socially anxious people are
more likely to fear negative emotions (Turk, Heimberg, Luterek, Mennin, & Fresco, 2005; Justin
W. Weeks, Heimberg, & Rodebaugh, 2008) and use strategies to down-regulate them (Farmer &
Kashdan, 2012; Spokas, Luterek, & Heimberg, 2009; Werner, Goldin, Ball, Heimberg, & Gross,
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2011). The belief that expressing negative emotions has maladaptive consequences has been
found to indirectly link social anxiety to deficits in positive experiences (Juretic & ZivcicBecirevic, 2013). Other theoretical (Cisler, Olatunji, Feldner, & Forsyth, 2010) and empirical
(Kashdan et al., 2013) work suggests that EA is useful in distinguishing between individuals with
and without the presence of anxiety disorders.
Building on this prior work, our initial interest was in whether EA and social anxiety
during everyday social interactions are related but independent constructs; we used factor
analyses to test this proposition. Following these analyses, we examined whether any association
between EA and social anxiety during everyday social interactions differed as a function of
adults being diagnosed with SAD. Next, we examined how the presence of EA and social
anxiety during social interactions might be influenced by contextual factors. We explored four
different social contexts: two that were threatening/negative (being around critical people;
having conflict during the interaction) and two that were safe/positive (being around warm,
friendly people; having people interested in what you had to say during the interaction). We
hypothesized that the use of EA in a social interaction would predict greater levels of social
anxiety and that this relationship would be stronger for people diagnosed with SAD. Yet, context
was expected to be of primary importance, such that being around critical people or having
conflicts during the interaction (when the potential for negative evaluation and rejection is
amplified) may be a stronger predictor of social anxiety than either EA or the presence of SAD.
Based on recent theoretical models, excessive use of EA during a social interaction was
expected to be related to greater social anxiety across threatening/negative social contexts. That
is, excessive use of EA was expected to render people uncomfortable and avoidant, with a
hypersensitivity to threat in both contexts and lack of responsiveness to rewards in the
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safe/positive social context. Supportive results could provide additional evidence to the findings
from Study 1 for the explicit importance of social context in understanding how and when EA is
relevant to social anxiety.
Method
Participants. Participants from our initial sample were 84 individuals (52 women) from
the Northern Virginia community, 41 of whom were diagnosed with the DSM-IV generalized
subtype of SAD and the remaining 43 were a healthy control group. Our definition of
generalized SAD deviated slightly from DSM-IV guidelines (American Psychiatric Association,
2000), which focuses only on the number of feared social situations. Instead, we used the more
widely used definition in the research literature: “Although people with generalised social
anxiety disorder can fear and avoid specific performance situations such as public speaking, their
social fears and avoidance extend far beyond that relatively common sphere of concern” (Stein &
Stein, 2008; p. 1115).
Individuals were excluded from the study if they had a psychotic or substance use
disorder, or met criteria for a non-generalized subtype of SAD. After excluding nine participants
who did not provide data on daily social interactions, our final sample consisted of 75
participants, 37 (25 women) with DSM-IV generalized SAD diagnoses and 38 (24 women)
healthy controls. The mean age of our final sample was 28.34 years (SD = 8.44) and racially
diverse: 51.3% Caucasian, 23.7% African American, 10.5% Latino/Hispanic, 3.9% Asian, 1.3%
Middle Eastern, and 9.2% other. Our two groups did not show statistically significant differences
in age (p = .25, ethnic background (p = .82), or sex (p = .95). This study was approved by the
Institutional Review Board at George Mason University and carried out in accordance with the
provisions of the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki.
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To determine psychological functioning and co-occurring diagnoses, we assessed for the
presence of DSM-IV-TR Axis I disorders. Comorbid diagnoses in the SAD group (n = 38)
included specific phobia (n = 11), major depressive or dysthymic disorder (n = 7), post-traumatic
stress disorder (n = 5), generalized anxiety disorder (n = 2), obsessive compulsive disorder. (n =
2) and panic disorder with or without agoraphobia (n = 2). In the control group, only two
participants (5.4%) met diagnostic criteria for a specific phobia (but without significant
impairment in any major life domains); no other psychopathology was present. Seven
participants (18.4%) in the SAD group were receiving some form of psychological treatment
compared to only one person in the healthy control group, χ2 (1) = 6.40, p = .01; the person in the
control group was not receiving psychotherapy for a psychiatric disorder. Treatment status did
not significantly predict any outcome variables, trait measures, or number of reported social
interactions. Eight participants in the SAD group were on psychotropic medication compared to
one person in the control group. The person in the control group was on Adderall for the past
month at 10mg twice per day (prescribed by their primary care physician to increase their
concentration at work).
Procedure. Participants were recruited via community flyers and online advertisements.
An initial phone screen was conducted to assess for functional impairment, social anxiety
symptoms, generalized anxiety disorder symptoms, depression, suicidality, and psychotic
symptoms. Following the phone screen, face-to-face assessments were scheduled for participants
who disclosed generalized social anxiety fears (i.e., fears occurring outside public speaking and
observational situations). Informed consent, demographic, and personality trait questionnaires
were completed during this initial session. Participants were administered the Structured Clinical
Interview for DSM-IV Axis I Disorders (SCID; First, Spitzer, Gibbon, & Williams, 2002) by
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doctoral students in clinical psychology to assess for anxiety, mood, substance use, eating, and
psychotic disorders. The SAD module of the Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule for DSM–
IV: Lifetime Version (Di Nardo, Brown, & Barlow, 1994) was administered to supplement the
SCID to determine generalized SAD diagnostic status.
To determine inter-rater reliability of diagnoses, two clinical psychology doctoral
students with multiple years of training in diagnostic assessment served as raters. Each individual
independently watched videotaped interviews of research participants. Any diagnostic
discrepancies were discussed until a consensus was reached. A consensus was reached on all
discrepancies. Pre-discussion inter-rater reliability estimates for generalized SAD diagnoses
demonstrated excellent agreement (Kappa = .87). Participants with generalized SAD were
matched to healthy community participants via targeted advertisements on gender, age (within 8
years), and Caucasian vs. non-Caucasian.
The initial assessment session was followed by a 1.5-hour introductory session on the
experience sampling protocol. Participants were given hand-held computers (Palm Pilot Z22)
programmed using the Purdue Momentary Assessment Tool program (PMAT; Weiss, Beal,
Lucy, & MacDermid, 2004). Before leaving the lab, participants practiced completing selfinitiated recordings of daily social interactions, random prompts, and end-of-day records using
the hand-held computers. Only the daily social interaction data are used in the present study.
Participants received instructions on how to complete a questionnaire describing every
face-to-face social interaction that lasted at least 10 minutes over the two-week assessment
period. The training procedure used was based on 35 years of social interaction research using
diary data (for review, see Nezlek, 2012). We defined a social interaction as “any situation
involving you and one or more other people in which the behavior of each person is affected by
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the behaviors of the others.” Research assistants described examples of events that were
considered social interactions (e.g., conversation) as well as those that were not (e.g., quietly
watching a movie), and discussed each survey item and response category to verify participants
understood the procedure. Participants were instructed to provide reports as soon as possible
after each social interaction.
Research assistants contacted participants two days after the experience sampling
protocol to assess and resolve any problems encountered. Researchers sent reminder emails
throughout the two-week assessment period to stress the importance of compliance. Daily
measures were kept brief to encourage compliance and prevent participant burn-out, a method
that does not decrease reliability or validity (e.g., Nezlek, 2012).
Participant compensation was structured to maximize compliance (see Bardone, Krahn,
Goodman, & Searles, 2000 and Kamarck et al., 1998 for similar procedures). Participants
received a minimum payment of $165 for the entire study and up to $50 in bonus compensation
(50 cents for each completed daily prompt and end-of-day record and $10 bonus for each
uninterrupted week of completed reports) for a maximum payment of $215. During exit
interviews, nearly all participants indicated that they took the task seriously, and reported that the
process was helpful and illuminating (not cumbersome).
Experience Sampling Social Interaction Measures
Experiential avoidance and social anxiety. We conceptualized EA as an unwillingness
to experience negative thoughts and feelings, and measured it using four items (created by the
first author, TBK): “How much did you try to hide and/or conceal your anxiety from others”,
“To what degree did you give up saying or doing what you like (or mattered to you) in order to
control and manage anxiety”, “How much did you try to control your anxiety-related feelings or
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thoughts”, and “How upset and bothered were you about anxiety-related feelings or thoughts?”.
See results section for descriptive data and reliability.
Social anxiety was measured with three items (from Kashdan & Steger, 2006): “I was
worried that I would say or do the wrong things”, “I worried about what other people thought of
me”, and “I was afraid that others did not approve of me.” Participants responded using a fivepoint scale from all social interaction measures, where 1= “very slightly or not at all” and 5=
“extremely.” See results section for factor structure, descriptive data, reliability, and validity.
As tests of validity, the experience sampling state measure of EA correlated .75 (p <
.001) with the Acceptance and Action Questionnaire-II (Bond et al., 2011), a trait measure of
EA; the experience sampling state measure of social anxiety was correlated .74 (p < .001) with
the Social Interaction Anxiety Scale (Mattick & Clarke, 1998), a trait measure of social
interaction fears.
Social Context. We asked respondents four questions to capture the nature or context of
each of their social interactions. Two of these items reflected threatening/negative contexts,
“How critical/judgmental were other people during this interaction?” and “How much conflict
did you experience with other people during this interaction?”, and two of these items reflected
safe/positive contexts, “How warm/friendly were other people during this interaction?” and “To
what degree did others show interest in you?” Participants responded using a seven-point scale
where 0 = “very slightly or not at all” and 7 = “extremely.” Because this was only the second
study to examine the contextual nature of EA, we examined each of these items separately.
Participant Compliance. Participants reported an average of 9.83 face-to-face social
interactions lasting at least 10 minutes (SD = 4.63). There was no significant difference between
the SAD and control groups for number of social interactions (M = 10.22, SD = 5.41 vs. M =
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9.55, SD = 3.79, respectively; t (73) = .54, p = .59, Cohen’s d = .13) or number of days in which
data were provided (M = 11.65, SD = 4.74 vs. M = 11.45, SD = 4.83, respectively; t (73) = .86, p
= .39, Cohen’s d = .20).
Analytic Strategy. Our experience sampling methodology yielded a hierarchically-organized
dataset, with observations (social interactions) nested within persons. To accommodate this
nesting, we analyzed the data using a series of multilevel models with HLM (Raudenbush, Bryk,
Cheong, & Congdon, 2000). Our analyses followed procedures and guidelines outlined by
Nezlek (2001, 2011). The multilevel modeling analyses we used take into account the number of
observations (interactions) for each person. This adjustment, known within the literature as
Bayes shrinkage, adjusts variance estimates using a combination of the reliability of a
coefficient, the number of observations in a unit of analysis, and the distance from the mean
coefficient of a coefficient for a unit of analysis.
Results
Experience-Sampling Measures: Factor Structure. We used Mplus 6.1 (Muthén &
Muthén, 2010) and structural equation modeling to examine our assumption that EA and social
anxiety were indeed separate but related factors. We used Maximum Likelihood parameter
(MLR) estimates with standard errors that are robust to non-normality. We conducted
exploratory factor analyses with target rotation, a procedure that is a mix between confirmatory
and exploratory analysis (Browne, 2001). This approach allowed us to test the assumption that
the anxiety and EA items loaded on their respective factor as with confirmatory factor analysis.
However, unlike confirmatory factor analysis, we do not make the unlikely assumption that item
cross-loadings are zero (Marsh et al., 2009). In target rotation, the items expected to not load on
a particular factor are only made as close to the specified zeros as possible (Browne, 2001).
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The data for the current study had a nested data structure in which repeated assessments
are nested within individuals. If this complex data structure is not accounted for, standard errors
may be biased (Hox, 2010). Therefore we used the TYPE=COMPLEX option in Mplus, which
adjusts standard errors for the effects of clustered data and hence provides appropriate statistical
significance tests. We used the comparative fit index (CFI > .90) and RMSEA (< .08) to
determine the quality of the fit of the two factor model relative to the one factor model.
Normally, a CFI>.90 and RMSEA < .08 indicates acceptable fit (Marsh, Balla, & McDonald,
1988; McDonald & Marsh, 1990) for larger models. However, models with small N and DF, as
in the present case, can have artificially large RMSEA values (Kenny, Kaniskan, & McCoach,
2011). Thus, our interest in using RMSEA is in the relative fit between the one and two factor
model, rather than absolute fit.
The factor analyses with target rotation revealed that a two factor model, with separate
EA and social anxiety factors, fit the data adequately (χ2(8) = 44.79, CFI=.98, RMSEA = .079),
and considerably better than a model that assumed only one factor (χ2(14) = 229.82 , CFI=.87,
RMSEA = .15). The factor loadings for the first factor were .69 (EA item 1), .91 (EA item 2),
1.01 (EA item 3), and .72 (EA item 4) whereas the three social anxiety had small loadings at .01, .00, and .04, respectively. The factor loadings for the second factor were .91 (social anxiety
item 1), .92 (social anxiety item 2), .87 (social anxiety item 3) whereas the four EA items had
small loadings at .13, -.01, -.13, and .07, respectively. Thus, there was clear evidence of separate
EA and social anxiety factors.
Experience-Sampling Measures: Descriptive Data and Reliability. Prior to primary
analyses, we examined the reliability of social interaction measures. We used a series of threelevel unconditional models with items nested within interactions and interactions nested with
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persons (Nezlek, 2007). In this model shown below, there are i items nested within j interactions
nested within k persons.

Item level:

yijk = π0jk + eijk

Interaction level:

π0jk = β00k + r0jk

Person level:

β00k = γ000 + u00k

The reliability of each social interaction measure was acceptable at .84 for social anxiety
and .87 for experiential avoidance, as reported in Table 1. In terms of variability, for social
anxiety, 50% of the variance occurred within-person and for experiential avoidance, 55% of the
variance occurred within-person. These findings provide evidence for the importance of studying
these constructs using intensive repeated assessments instead of relying on single occasion trait
questionnaires. Acceptable reliability and sufficient within-person variability allowed us to
define each social interaction measure as the mean response score of items for each respective
scale. Subsequent analyses were conducted using a two-level model with interactions (n = 747)
nested with persons (n = 75).
We estimated the correlation between each of the four social context items. This was
done by comparing the residual variance (the random error) from the original unconditional
analysis (empty model) to the residual variance from another model in which another contextual
variable was included as a predictor. Using this approach, the correlation between
critical/judgmental and conflict (the two threatening/negative) contexts was .57 and the
correlation between warm/friendly and interesting (the two safe/positive) contexts was .73. Also,
the warm/friendly context correlated -.45 with the critical/judgment context and -.41 with the
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conflict context, and the interesting context correlated -.40 with the critical/judgment context and
-.31 with the conflict context.
Social Interaction Measures: Differences between SAD and Control Group.
Preliminary analyses showed that the SAD group reported higher average levels of state EA, B =
.49, t (70) = 7.84, p < .001, and state social anxiety, B = .50, t (70) = 6.41, p < .001. To examine
the association between EA and social anxiety across individuals with SAD and healthy controls,
we used a two-level model, with the mean of the social interaction measures at Level 1, the
diagnostic status of SAD at Level 2, and state social anxiety as our outcome. SAD was coded
using a contrast variable (1 = SAD, -1 = Control group). The model is shown below.

Day level:

yij = β0j +β1j (State EA) + rij.

Person-level intercept:

β0j = γ00 + γ01(SAD) + u0j

Person-level slope:

β1j = γ10 + γ11(SAD) + u1j

In our initial model, above and beyond the positive association between the presence of SAD and
social anxiety during social interactions, B = .50, t (72) = 6.29, p < .001, EA predicted greater
social anxiety symptoms, B = .48, t (72) = 8.06, p < .001. To go beyond main effects, we tested
whether the presence of SAD moderated the effect of EA on social anxiety and found a
significant cross-level interaction between EA and SAD diagnostic status, B = .16, t (72) = 2.69,
p < .01. Upon decomposing this moderation effect by examining simple slopes, the link between
EA and social anxiety was stronger for individuals with SAD, B = .65, t (72) = 8.34, p < .001
than it was for healthy controls, B = .32, t (72) = 3.50, p < .05.
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A Contextual Approach to Everyday Social Interactions. Our final set of analyses
examined the relevance of our four social context variables to understanding the link between
EA and social anxiety in everyday social interactions. Preliminary analyses showed that the SAD
group were more likely to endorse being in social interactions characterized by the presence of
critical people, B = .26, t (72) = 2.37, p = .02, and conflict with other people, B = .25, t (72) =
3.21, p = .002, and a lower likelihood of being in social interactions characterized by the
presence of warm/friendly people, B = -.40, t (72) = 3.30, p = .002, and people interested in what
they said, B = -.39, t (72) = -3.67, p = .001.
To examine whether these social contexts moderated the slope between EA and social
anxiety or the two-way SAD x EA interaction on social anxiety, we used the following two-level
models. To study moderation effects between Level-1 predictors, continuous variables (EA,
social context) were centered prior to the creation of interaction terms.

Day level:

yij = β0j +β1j (State EA) +β2j (Social Context) +β3j (EA x Social

Context) + rij.
Person-level intercept:

β0j = γ00 + γ01(SAD) + u0j

Person-level slopes:

β1j = γ10 + γ11(SAD) + u1j
β2j = γ20 + γ21(SAD) + u1j
β3j = γ30 + γ31(SAD) + u1j

The presence of critical people in the social interaction predicted greater social anxiety
symptoms, B = .14, t (72) = 3.95, p < .001, and this contextual variable moderated the effect of
EA on social anxiety symptoms in everyday interactions, B = .16, t (72) = 2.69, p < .01. We
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decomposed the moderation effect and upon examining simple slopes, when the situation
involved less critical people (-1 standard deviation), greater use of EA was related to more social
anxiety, B = .79, t = 7.59, p < .001; when the situation involved more critical people (+1 standard
deviation), greater use of EA was also related to more social anxiety (but the slope was less
steep), B = .53, t = 7.40, p < .001, as seen in Figure 1 (left). When EA served as the moderator
neither simple slope was statistically significant but we found that among people low in EA (-1
standard deviation), there was a trend to respond to critical people with more social anxiety, B =
0.11 (0.06), t = 1.83, p = .07.
The presence of conflict in the social interaction did not predict social anxiety symptoms
(p > .20), but this contextual variable moderated the effect of EA on social anxiety symptoms in
everyday interactions, B = .16, t (72) = 2.69, p < .01. Upon examining simple slopes, when the
situation involved less conflict (-1 standard deviation), greater use of EA was related to more
social anxiety, B = .88, t = 6.00, p < .001; when the situation involved more conflict (+1 standard
deviation), greater use of EA was also related to more social anxiety (but the slope was less
steep), B = .62, t = 4.74, p < .001. Figure 1 (right side) illustrates this effect, showing that people
who rely more on EA experience more social anxiety regardless of the situation.
Notably, the safe/positive contextual variables (presence of warm/friendly or interested
people) failed to significant predict social anxiety symptoms in everyday interactions (ps > .20)
and did not moderate the effect of EA on social anxiety symptoms (ps > .20). We failed to find
evidence for any three-way SAD x EA x social context interactions on social anxiety symptoms
(ps > .20). However, in each model testing the importance of social context, the two-way SAD x
EA interaction with EA being a stronger predictor of social anxiety symptoms in people with
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SAD remained statistically significant (ps < .05); these tests of construct specificity show
evidence of robust effects.
Discussion
The primary aim of Study 1 was to examine the effect of EA in spontaneous, everyday
social interactions among a community sample of individuals with and without SAD. We found
that EA and social anxiety are related but independent factors; this was the first factor analysis
testing the independence of these constructs. As hypothesized, individuals with SAD were both
more likely to experience EA during a given social interaction and more likely to experience
greater social anxiety when using this regulatory strategy. Thus, EA seems to be a normal
experience that is magnified by the presence of SAD. Also, we found that a contextual lens
offers an improved understanding of EA and the presence of social anxiety symptoms in
everyday social interactions. The threatening/negative context of being around critical people
predicted an increase in social anxiety symptoms above and beyond the contributions of EA and
the presence of SAD. There was also a significant moderation effect involving EA and the
negative social situation. When someone was being critical or when there was conflict, EA was
less important, with people both low and high in EA showing elevated anxiety. When the
situation was relatively safe, people high in EA had larger elevations in anxiety levels. Thus,
people low in EA were relatively more sensitive to the situation, responding with elevated
anxiety when under threat and minimal anxiety when not under threat. We can be confident in
the stability of these results because of our intensive, repeated measurement of everyday social
interactions in the same people over time.
We compared a sample of participants diagnosed with SAD using a well-validated
clinical interview with a screened healthy control group. However, the majority of the SAD
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group met criteria for a comorbid diagnosis and thus EA is likely to be a transdiagnostic risk
factor, a point reiterated by other researchers (Aldao et al., 2010; Hayes et al., 1996).
Study 1 was limited by the lack of multiple assessments of EA and social anxiety during
social interactions, preventing us from conducting tests of directionality. Study 1 also measured
social context by asking people about how social interaction partners behaved, rather than
directly manipulating social context. We addressed these limitations in Study 2 by assessing EA
and social anxiety over time and during the course of a social interaction experimentally
manipulated to reflect the core fear of people with SAD. Namely, we used a social interaction
task where two strangers were asked to answer questions that required gradual increases in selfdisclosure such that their personality, emotions, interests, and values would be exposed and open
to potential scrutiny. Unlike Study 1, the task assured the presence of a high-risk, high selfdisclosure situation that we compared to a low-risk, low self-disclosure condition that created a
situation where mundane small-talk dominated.
Study 2: Reactions to Experimental Interactions with Strangers
We examined the effects of EA during initial social encounters with a stranger.
Participants were randomly assigned into dyads, and then each dyad was assigned to either a
closeness-generating (high self-disclosure) or small-talk (low self-disclosure) conversation task
(outlined in the Method section). To ensure that findings were more than retrospective summary
judgments, assessments of EA and state social anxiety were taken in the middle of and
immediately following the interaction. This methodology allowed us to examine the temporal
relationship between EA and social anxiety within the context of a dynamic social situation. We
hypothesized that greater EA during the social interaction would predict increases in social
anxiety from the middle to the end of the interaction. We also hypothesized that EA would
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predict greater increases in social anxiety for those in the closeness-generating condition, where
there is a higher likelihood of self-disclosure and thus, greater opportunities to be judged by
interaction partners.
Method
Participants. The sample consisted of 106 undergraduates (55 female) in stable romantic
relationships from diverse ethnic/racial backgrounds: Caucasian (53.8%), Asian-American
(21.7%), African-American (9.4%), Middle-Eastern (4.7%), Hispanic (4.7%), and other
categories (4.7%). Age ranged from 18 to 49 years (M = 22.11, SD = 5.79). This study was
approved by the Institutional Review Board at George Mason University.
Procedure. Each participant was randomly paired with an opposite sex partner, then each
dyad was randomly assigned to a 45-minute closeness-generating or small-talk condition
(adapted from Aron, Melinat, Aron, Vallone, & Bator, 1997). We wanted to capture interactions
that evoke a wide range of variability in emotion, emotion regulation, and social behavior. Prior
research suggests that when two women interact, both partners report greater comfort (e.g., less
anxiety) and intimacy compared with two men interacting (e.g., Buhrke & Fuqua, 1987; Reis,
Senchak, & Solomon, 1985). In lieu of collecting data across three experimental conditions
(male-male, woman-woman, male-woman), we focused on mixed pairs to get the greatest
variability in emotion, emotion regulation, and social behavior.
Instructions were identical for each condition with participants being told that their goal
was to get to know the stranger next to them and the best way to do so was to reciprocally share
personal information. To do this, each pair was given three sets of index cards with a single
question on each card. The questions in each set were ordered such that one person picked up a
card, asked the question, and answered, and then the other member of the pair answered the same
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question. Partners took turns asking questions first. In the closeness-generating condition, the
amount of personal information required to answer questions gradually increased with each set
of cards, such that by the end of the task, dyads talked about emotionally intense feelings and
events. For example, a question from the first set was “Would you like to be famous? In what
way?”, a question from the second set was, “What role do love and affection play in your life?”,
and a question from the third set was “Of all the people in your family, whose death would you
find most disturbing? Why?” To ensure that all pairs reached the intense emotional depth of the
third set, after 15 minutes, the experimenter asked pairs to move to the next set regardless of the
number of questions completed on that set. Partners were told to read each question aloud and
take turns answering the questions. In the small-talk condition, minimal personal self-disclosure
was necessary to answer questions and this level of superficiality remained the same across all
three sets of index cards (e.g., “What did you do this summer?” and “What gifts did you receive
on your last birthday?”).
To simulate an initial encounter with a stranger at a social gathering, groups of eight to
16 participants were run together in a single session regardless of condition. This was done to
mimic what happens in the real-world when two people talk in a bar, restaurant, or social
gathering. To prevent dyads from overhearing and mimicking the conversations of other dyads,
we 1) placed participants in the room so that no two dyads were parallel or next to each other,
and 2) included at least two empty desks, in every direction, between each dyad.
Participants completed demographic and personality questionnaires prior to the
interaction, and they completed additional questionnaires during and after the interaction. Fiftytwo and 54 participants were randomly assigned to the closeness-generating and small-talk
conditions, respectively. After the second set of questions, participants completed a short survey
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to assess in situ social anxiety and EA of anxious thoughts and feelings. Following the 45
minutes of total conversation, dyads were separated and independently completed postinteraction questions. Participants returned one-week later for a follow-up assessment but these
data were not used in the current study. Data on the validity of the experimental conditions has
been reported from a prior study by this team (Kashdan & Roberts, 2007) and an initial reporting
of this dataset, with no overlapping questions (Kashdan, McKnight, Fincham, & Rose, 2011).
Social Interaction Measures
Experiential Avoidance. Participants completed a four-item measure of EA (created by
the first author) that was a slight deviation from the scale used in Study 1. To set a higher
threshold for pain, we changed the word “bothered” to “distressed”, leading to the item: “How
upset and distressed over anxiety were you?” To be more specific, we added the word “struggle”,
leading to the item, “How much did you struggle to try and control your anxiety-related feelings
or thoughts?”, and, instead of “How much did you try to hide and/or conceal your anxiety from
others”, we used the item, “How much effort did you put into making anxiety-related feelings or
thoughts go away?”
Participants received the measure 15 minutes into the interaction (“describe your feelings
and thoughts about the interaction and your interaction partner”) and immediately after the
interaction ended (“describe your feelings and thoughts about the overall interaction and your
interaction partner”). The measure assessed the degree to which individuals were unwilling to
feel anxious during and after the social interaction. Responses were recorded using a seven-point
Likert scale from 1=“not at all”, 4=“moderately, to 7=“very much”. We report on the factor
structure and reliability of these items in the results section (Tables 2 and 3).
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Social Anxiety. After 15 minutes and at the conclusion of the task, participants completed
a two-item measure of state social anxiety using a seven-point Likert scale from 1 = “not at all”,
4 = “moderately”, to 7 = “very much”. This measure assessed individuals’ current state level of
anxiety. The items were, “I worried about what my partner thought of me” and “I was worried
that I would say or do the wrong things.” Unlike Study 1 in which participants recorded all faceto-face social interactions over a 14-day assessment period, in Study 2 participants interacted
with a single participant for a 45-minute experimental interaction. Thus, we modified the
Kashdan and Steger (2006) items to reflect social anxiety about the exact person in the
interaction. Because we interrupted people in the middle of the interaction for an assessment, we
reduced the burden by removing one of the three social anxiety items from Study 1. Similar to
the EA items, psychometric properties are reported in the results section (Tables 2 and 3).
Analytic Strategy. The primary analyses focused on EA predicting temporal changes in
anxiety. Our data had a multilevel structure with 108 participants (Level 1) nested within 54
dyads (Level 2), and analyzed with a series of multilevel models using the program HLM
(Raudenbush et al., 2000). Our analyses followed guidelines and procedures described by
Campbell & Kashy (2002).
Results
Psychometric Properties of Social Interaction Scales. We used identical analytic
procedures as described in Study 1 to examine the structure of state EA and social anxiety items.
The factor analyses with target rotation revealed that the two factor model fit the data adequately
at mid-interaction (χ2(4) = 6.99 , CFI=.98, RMSEA = .08), and considerably better than a model
that assumed only one factor (χ2(9) = 59.67, CFI = .67, RMSEA =.23). This was also true at postinteraction with the two factor model fitting well (χ2(4) = 1.09 , CFI >.99, RMSEA = .00) and
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considerably better than a model that assumed only one factor (χ2(4) = 66.6, CFI=.72, RMSEA =
.25). As shown in Table 3, the item factor loadings showed clear evidence of two factors where
all EA items loaded on factor one (> .50) and both social anxiety items loaded on factor two (>
.80), with low cross-factor loadings.
Based on the factor analytic results, we aggregated the two state social anxiety items into
a scale and did the same for the four state EA items. As expected, this process produced two
related but distinct scales, with a correlation of .61 at mid-interaction and .65 at post-interaction.
As illustrated in Table 2, both scales demonstrated acceptable reliability at both mid-interaction
(EA: .90; social anxiety: .90) and post-interaction (EA: .91; social anxiety: .88).
Experiential Avoidance Predicts Changes in Social Anxiety. Following psychometric
analyses, we moved to the primary question of whether EA in the middle of a social interaction
predicts an increase in social anxiety over the remainder of the interaction, and if this
relationship is moderated by condition (closeness-generating vs. small-talk). The availability of
mid- and post-interaction data allowed us to capture the temporality of this relationship. We used
a two-level model, with the mean of social anxiety (SA) and EA measured in the middle of the
interaction at Level 1 and Condition at Level 2. Social anxiety measured immediately following
the interaction was the outcome. Condition was coded using a contrast variable (1 = closenessgenerating, -1 = small talk). The model is shown below.

Level 1:

yij = β0j + β1j (Mid_SA) + β2j (Mid_EA)

Level 2

β0j = γ00 + γ01(Conditionj)
β1j = γ10 + γ11(Conditionj)
β2j = γ20 + γ21(Conditionj)
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Results indicated that, controlling for mid-interaction social anxiety, B = .88, t (50) =
8.70, p < .001, EA measured in the middle of the social interaction predicted post-interaction
social anxiety immediately after the social interaction, B = .376, t (50) = 3.63, p < .001. This
relationship was not bidirectional, such that after controlling for mid-interaction EA, B = .91, t
(50), p < .001, mid-interaction social anxiety did not predict post-interaction EA, B = -0.11, t
(50) = -0.182, p = .86.
Context Alters the Association between Experiential Avoidance and Social Anxiety.
We expected EA to be more problematic in a social context where there is a greater potential
threat of social evaluation. The closeness-generating condition was designed for this purpose,
and thus had a greater potential to elicit fear cues (e.g., potential scrutiny or rejection by others).
Results supported this hypothesis with Condition emerging as a moderator of the relationship
between mid-interaction EA and post-interaction social anxiety (controlling for main effects), B
= .27, t (50) = 2.60, p < .05. Upon decomposing this moderation effect by examining simple
slopes, EA predicted increases in social anxiety for participants in the closeness-generating
condition, B = .48, t (52) = 5.10, p < .001, but not in the small-talk condition, B = .04, t (48) =
.38, p = .70. Notably, mean levels of EA did not differ between conditions at mid- or postinteraction, B = .002, t (53) = .02, p = .98, and B = .05, t (52) = .43, p = .67, respectively.
Discussion
The primary aim of Study 2 was to determine whether EA enhances the development of
social anxiety over the course of a social interaction. Consistent with hypotheses, greater use of
EA during an interaction was associated with greater social anxiety following the interaction, but
this relationship was context-dependent. Specifically, EA predicted greater social anxiety in the
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closeness-generating condition but not in the small-talk condition, suggesting that EA is
particularly relevant in social interactions where there is an opportunity for personal
vulnerabilities to be visible, exposed, and easily evaluated by other people (Moscovitch, 2009).
There was no evidence for the opposite direction with social anxiety during the interaction
predicting greater use of experiential avoidance at the end of the interaction. These results
provide reasonable evidence for the causal influence of EA on anxiety in a social interaction.
An interesting finding emerged such that the level of EA was similar across both social
situations but the relationship between EA and social anxiety differed between the two social
situations. This makes sense when you consider that EA is neither good nor bad on its own, it
depends on the context. In a social situation where the core aspects of the self are visible and
thus one is highly vulnerable (in the closeness-generating condition), the avoidance of anxiety
functioned to increase social anxiety. In a more mentally challenging task, attempting to avoid
anxiety is likely to exhaust the very resources needed to be successful. In contrast, in the smalltalk condition, the conversation required fewer cognitive and social demands and thus EA had
little functional relevance.
We replicated factor-analytic findings from Study 1 that EA and social anxiety are related
but distinct constructs. We addressed several limitations in Study 1 that add to this program of
research. First, we examined the temporal precedence of EA in relation to social anxiety
symptoms during a social interaction. Second, we used a stronger operationalization of social
threat with an experimental social interaction involving high levels of gradual self-disclosure,
where the innermost self is publicly exposed to possible scrutiny – argued to be the core fear of
SAD (Moscovitch, 2009).
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Our second study was limited to opposite-sex interactions with college students and it
remains to be seen whether the temporal effects of EA on social anxiety will generalize to other
initial encounters with partners varying in meaningful demographic variables. Although Study 2
involved an experimental manipulation that may not have adequately captured naturally
occurring social encounters, we were able to conduct a more fine-grained, internally valid
assessment of social context.
General Discussion
The current studies provide converging support that EA is a risk factor for the generation
of emotional distress and is also influenced by situational factors. These findings are important
because they suggest that although people use EA in hopes of reducing distress, EA is positively
associated with social anxiety symptoms in healthy and disordered samples. Study 1 found that
within naturalistic, everyday social interactions, greater use of EA predicted greater levels of
social anxiety. The effect depended on context, with the link between experiential avoidance and
social anxiety being strongest among people with a diagnosis of SAD. Further, the effect of EA
was weakest in situations involving high social threat, and strongest in situations involving low
social threat (i.e., a strong situation that trumped individual differences). Thus, in safe social
situations, EA appears to have its most detrimental effect on social anxiety. Study 2 also
demonstrated a moderation effect, one focusing on how EA affects opportunities for intimacy.
Greater use of EA increased levels of social anxiety over the course of an initial encounter with a
stranger, and this effect was moderated by contextual factors. Specifically, EA only predicted
greater social anxiety when people engaged in a closeness-generating task with their partner,
when there was a greater opportunity for personal characteristics to be exposed and judged
(Moscovitch, 2009). EA did not predict an increase in social anxiety in the less intimate small-
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talk task. These two studies are unique in that they capture the harmful effects of EA during
actual social interactions, rather than relying on retrospective reports of such effects. Both
studies are also unique in that instead of assuming that EA is universally maladaptive, they
considered the presence of disorder (Study 1), the negative and positive nature of daily
interactions (Study 1), and the contextual effects of conversation topic (Study 2).
Our data provide empirical support for theoretical frameworks that implicate EA in the
transition from normative emotions to emotional disturbances (Cisle et al., 2010; Hayes et al.,
1996; Tull, Gratz, Salters, & Roemer, 2004) and extend upon prior work demonstrating a
temporal relationship between EA and social anxiety (Farmer & Kashdan, 2012; Kashdan et al.,
2010). Both of the current studies also highlight the importance of addressing contextual factors
that affect when and how EA is associated with the presence of social anxiety symptoms. In
Study 1, we examined the effects of EA within a clinical sample of individuals with SAD
compared to a healthy control group. As expected, the use of EA predicted greater levels of
social anxiety during social interactions regardless of SAD diagnosis. This supports prior work
that suggests EA is a general psychological vulnerability for anxiety that can amplify symptoms
even in individuals without a history of anxiety disorders (Cisler et al., 2010; Spira, Zvolensky,
Eifert, & Feldner, 2004). However, the use of EA may be especially harmful for those with SAD.
Our results show that, compared to the control group, individuals diagnosed with SAD had
greater levels of EA and social anxiety, and their use of EA was more strongly tied to social
anxiety. These findings complement recent work that identifies EA as an important determinant
in the etiology and maintenance of anxiety disorders (Cisler et al., 2010; Heimberg et al., 2010).
As a testament to context, in Study 1, we found that when people relied on EA in
everyday settings, they responded to more negative social situations with high levels of social
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anxiety. In contrast, people who did not rely on EA strategies tended to experience less social
anxiety across social contexts, with an adaptive increase in social anxiety when the social
situation was characterized by the presence of critical people. This suggests that EA is employed
in situations deemed threatening or unsafe as an attempt to manage unwanted internal
experiences and social evaluation.
To lend additional support for contextual influences, in Study 2, we found that EA was
only positively associated with social anxiety when people spent 45 minutes sharing and
disclosing their innermost emotions and thoughts, whereas EA had no association with social
anxiety symptoms when people spent time in small-talk —when there is little or no opportunity
for intimacy. This suggests that EA might be particularly intrusive in intimate social encounters
that require self-disclosure, as they foster vulnerability and magnify the potential for feared
scrutiny, negative evaluation, and rejection. Given that socially anxious individuals frequently
employ EA when threatened by an evaluative social situation (Kashdan et al., 2006; Kashdan,
Morina, & Priebe, 2009), an overreliance on EA might account for impairments in the
development of friendships (Rodebaugh, 2009; Van Zalk, Van Zalk, Kerr, & Stattin, 2011) and
romantic relationships (Hart, Jack, Turk, & Heimberg, 1999; Schneier et al., 1994; Schneier,
Johnson, Hornig, Liebowitz, & Weissman, 1992).
Interestingly, in Study 1, safe/positive social contexts (characterized by warm/friendly or
interested interaction partners) were unrelated to social anxiety symptoms, and did not alter the
association between EA with social anxiety symptoms (or SAD with everyday social anxiety
symptoms). This is one of the first studies to examine the influence of negative and positive
social contexts on risk factors related to the generation of social anxiety in social interactions.
Thus, additional studies are needed that manipulate these different contextual factors in
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experimental settings and explore their influence on a wider range of emotional processing
beyond subjective experiences such as facial-motor activity, physiological reactivity, approach
behaviors, and safety behaviors. In terms of resiliency, there is a need to know what types of
intrapersonal and environmental factors increase the likelihood that people with and without
SAD experience enjoyable, engaging, and meaningful interactions. After all, these types of
positive interactions are often the springboard for additional interactions with the same person
and the development of healthy relationships.
Although our methods improved over global, trait assessments that dominate the
empirical literature on EA, there are important caveats to our work. In both studies, we found
low base rates of EA and social anxiety symptoms (even among the SAD group in Study 1).
There have been relatively few studies of EA during the course of social interactions, thus, we
are unsure of whether our findings are representative of human behavior. Regardless, in the
absence of high, variable levels of EA and social anxiety, any inferences should be considered
tentative until replication. In Study 1, over the 14-day assessment period, the average person
reported approximately 10 social interactions; a base rate of face-to-face social interactions lower
than prior experience-sampling studies. In terms of the number of interactions reported, there is
no clear standard for how many face-to-face social interactions of 10 minutes or more in length
adults from the community have each week, particularly those with SAD. The vast majority of
social interaction diary studies have been conducted with college students, making it difficult to
form point estimates of the frequency of interaction. Moreover, even if the number of
interactions is lower than the number that occurred, it is not clear what sort of systematic bias
might have been responsible for such under-reporting. If there was no systematic bias, then the
data are valid in the sense that they are representative of the social lives of our participants.
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Future research is necessary to determine the degree that the current rate of interactions deviates
from a normal range.
The use of clinical (Study 1) and non-clinical (Study 2) samples suggest that our EA
findings can be generalized. This is an important consideration in lieu of research suggesting that
social anxiety is best understood as a single dimension from non-clinical social anxiety to severe
SAD (Kollman, Brown, Liverant, & Hoffman, 2006; Ruscio, 2010; Weeks, Carleton,
Asmundson, McCabe, & Antony, 2010) (as opposed to a categorical model of normal behavior
versus mental disorder).
These studies provide new insights into the adverse effects of EA on social anxiety
symptoms both in a laboratory setting and daily life. From both studies, we found clear evidence
that EA is separate but related to social anxiety (from factor analyses), extending prior work on
the distinction between emotion generation and regulation to understand psychopathology and
well-being (Gross, 1998, 2013). The present paper showed that EA temporally precedes the
development of social anxiety, rather than merely co-occurring with it, or being a consequence
(in Study 2). We also showed that an understanding of how and when EA is related to social
anxiety symptoms requires a consideration of the task (i.e., opportunity for innermost parts of the
self to be exposed and judged), the presence of disorder, and judgments about other people in the
social situation (i.e., degree to which they are critical and there is conflict present). Future
research should build on this contextualized approach to go beyond distress to examine how EA
affects rewarding aspects of social interactions (e.g., enjoyment, success). For example, it may
be that EA leads people to engage in unsatisfying small talk, reducing the likelihood of
meaningful interpersonal outcomes such as intimacy, passion, satisfaction, trust, and
commitment. Given that EA increases social anxiety within social situations, it is probable that
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assessing EA will help researchers and clinicians understand the pervasive quality of life
problems shown in people suffering from social anxiety difficulties.
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Table 1. Multilevel descriptive statistics for experience-sampling social interaction measures
(Study 1)
Mean (SE)

State social anxiety

1.80 (.10)

Social Anxiety Disorder

2.32 (.15)

Control

1.33 (.08)

State EA

1.70 (.08)

Social Anxiety Disorder

2.19 (.12)

Control

1.25 (.06)

Variability

Reliability

Within

Between

0.50

0.50

0.84

0.55

0.45

0.87
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics for state measures of social anxiety and experiential
Avoidance (Study 2)

M (SD)

Within-couple

Between-couple

Item-level

variability

variability

reliability

Mid EA

1.69 (1.08)

.31

.69

.90

Mid SA

1.90 (1.29)

.19

.81

.90

Post EA

1.76 (1.17)

.29

.71

.91

Post SA

2.20 (1.53)

.22

.78

.88

Notes. Mid = middle of interaction. Post = end of interaction. EA = experiential
avoidance. SA = social anxiety
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Table 3. Scale item means and factor loadings following factor analysis with target rotation (Study 2)
Mean (SD)
Mid

EA Item 1.

Factor Loading
Post

Mid

Post

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 1

Factor 2

How upset and distressed over anxiety were
you?

1.53 (1.03)

1.52 (.94)

0.61

0.22

0.53

0.33

1.82 (1.35)

1.93 (1.39)

0.87

-0.08

0.98

-0.07

1.68 (1.19)

1.8 (1.39)

1.08

-0.15

1.03

-0.16

control and manage your anxiety?

1.74 (1.34)

1.82 (1.36)

0.75

0.13

0.80

0.09

Anxiety Item 1.

I worried about what my partner thought of me

1.95 (1.39)

2.02 (1.48)

-0.02

0.97

0.01

0.91

Anxiety Item 2.

I worried about what my partner thought of me

1.84 (1.3)

2.34 (1.71)

0.09

0.81

0.10

0.82

EA Item 2.

How much effort did you put into making
anxiety-related feelings or thoughts go away?

EA Item 3.

How much did you struggle to try and control
your anxiety-related feelings or thoughts?

EA Item 4.

To what degree did you give up saying or doing
what you like (or mattered to you) in order to

Notes. EA = experiential avoidance. Mid = middle of interaction. Post = end of interaction
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Figure 1. Negative social contexts alter the relationship between experiential avoidance and
social anxiety symptoms, with the presence of critical others as the context on the left side and
the presence of conflict on the right side (Study 1). Error bars represent standard errors.

